Finding More Information on the Supply Chain

Help! I've searched Business Source Premier and still don't have enough information on the supply chain. What else can I do?

Search Journals Focused on the Supply Chain

1. From library.und.edu, under "Research," click on "Journal Titles"

2. Type in "supply chain" and click on "Go."

3. Click on a specific title, such as the "Journal of supply chain management"

4. Click on a full text option, such as "Wiley Online Library 2011 Full Collection."

5. Look for an option to search within the journal. Type in your company name and search.

6. Now you found additional articles on your company! Repeat for other journals as needed. If your company has a name that may show up as a keyword, like Target, try adding Corp or Corporation after your company name to limit unrelated results.

Search Scopus

Scopus indexes most of the business journals not included in Business Source Premier. The database primarily works as a way to track citations and does not use subject terms like EBSCO databases do.

1. From the A-Z list of databases or the Quick Links button, select Scopus.
2. Under "Subject Areas," unselect all options except "Social Sciences & Humanities." This option includes business journals.

3. Type in your company name in the search box and select search.

4. On the top left of the results page, you can limit your search using the term "supply chain."

5. You can also limit your results further by selecting "Business, Management and Accounting" under "Subject Area" on the left and selecting "Limit To" at the bottom.

Look At Your Company's Website

1. Search for you company and the term "investor relations"
2. Search the website for the term “supply chain.” Relevant information may be under a section titled “Sustainability” or similar.
3. Look at the annual report and search within the document for "supply chain." Use Ctrl+F to search within the document.